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Alcohol Awareness Week comes. to Regis
by Amber Caddell
'"Drunk" drivers riding tricycles through an
obstacle course of cones, srudent leaders being
given standard field sobriety tests, people lined
up al a microphone in front of the student
center sharing how alcohol has affected their
lives. These are just some of the activities
Choices has planned on campus this week in
recognition of National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week.
The national event that began 18 years ago
with 250 colleges and universities has grown to
over 3,000. The event traditionally occurs
during the third week of October but varies in
accordance with schedules on different
campuses. This year's theme. "What are YOU
doing this weekend?" centers around making
responsible decisions concerning alcohol and
drug use.
One such way this awareness will be
brought to the Regis community during this
upcoming week is the Regis speak-om event
scheduled today at noon outside the student
center. Coordinator Crystal Wright wants the
event to be an opportunity for everyone to
share their views and feelings about how
alcohol and drugs affect the Regis community
as well as the extent of this affect.
The AAW booth in the Student Center
during the first part of the week will have
drunk driving goggles on loan from DU that
will provide students the opportunity to
experience the difficulties that can be
encountered driving under the influence first
hand as they navigate a tricycle through an
obstacle course.
Another highlight of Alcohol Awareness
Week is keynote speaker Dr. Lori Hart Ebert
who will be discussing the "Campus culture of

alcohol" and binge drinking.
This event wiU occur
Wednesday, Oct. 17 from 8 to
9 p.m. in the student center
cafeteria. All of Hart's
programs are conducted with
honesty, humor, and a spirit
of panicipation.
"I am not hired as a
speaker to come in. present
information, and leave the
campus. My goal is to
present information in a fun
manner and get everyone in
the audience involved," said
Ebert. "The underlying theme
is to keep participants
involved in active learning
with some laughter along the
way."
Another important aspect
of AAW here on campus is
the issues meeting to be
conducted in O'Connell hall
Keynote Speaker Dr. Lori Han Ebert
on Tuesday. Oct. 16 from 7 to
cooperation with members of the Denver Police
8 p.m. The discussion is entitled "Fumbling
Depanment Tb.is event is scheduled for the
Towards Ecstacy: Perspective on Club drugs."
Pub on Thursday. Oct. 18 from noon to I p.m.
The goal of this program is to increase
and will feature student leadership from various
communication and awareness about the issues
aspects of the Regis community submitting to
concerning drug use and highlight different
standard field sobriety tests while experiencing
perspectives that people hold concerning club
various levels of intoxication.
drugs. The mission is clear: People ha\'e
The DPD will also be presenting valuable
diverse opinions about the issue. Before we
information concerning the use of fake IDs
can educate we must listen to the perceptions of during this program. This is an opportunity to
others.
receive the information needed to make
A peer theatre presentation is also
informed decisions concerning tbe use of fake
scheduled for this program.
identification.
And of course there is the ever-popular,
continued on page 4
always remembered drinking lab conducted in

New dorm plans set in motion with groundbreaking
by Cory Meiser and Anne Svboda

MEMBER SINCE
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It was rather anti-climatic. A few brief
words, a couple shovels full of dirt, some
opportune pictures. and it was all over.
You would have expected more hearing
the talk about it. However, after 20 uneventful
minutes in the cold, the groundbreaking
ceremony for the new residence hall was over.
'This building is going to change the face
of our campus." Dianne Cooper. Director of
Student Life, had said before the ceremony. She
had praised the significance and beauty of the
hall. She spoke with enthusiasm about the
future greatness of the project.
Then the groundbreaking came.
The groundbreaking in which gold shovels
lost their luster. leaving shinning 11akes of paint
in the dirt. The groundbreaking where people in
business suits and students alike shivered in the
cold. The groundbreaking that gave no hint to
the praised importance of the coming building:
Regardless. Cooper is still excited and
eager for the new residence hall. She is part of
the committee formed 10 help bring the new

residence hall to Regis. The Regis Board of
Trustees approved the new hall last January.
Since that time. the project has moved quickly
from the development phase, to now. as
construction is close to beginning.
The hall itself is planned to be apartmentstyle housing. It will contain both townhouse
and fl.at style rooms. Each suite will contain
three bedrooms, two and a half baths, a kitchen
and a living space. Each suite will house six
residents. providing space for 180 students.
According to Cooper, the new residence
hall ,\ill provide upperclassmen the opportunity
to have off-campus style accommodations while
still enjoying the advantages of living on Regis
grounds. '"Timt's the glory and excitement of
this project," she says.
Cooper notes that much thought has been
put into the amenities and style of the new
residence hall. Each suite comes complete with
furnishings for e\'ery room.
rn Cooper's view, such accommodations
are in accordance with what Regis students are
asking for. "I feel we have done our research in
terms of listening to what our students want,"

she said.
However, the new ball is intended to do
more than simply add pleasant housing
opportunities. The hall is pan of the
University's long-range plan to increase the size
and quality of Regis. Th1s..haJl will be che first
in what will eventually consist of a "re idential
village." According to Dan Daniel on. architect
in charge of the project. such a village will
advance the quality of life at Regis, by adding
to the sense of community on campus.
"Bricks and mortar can't create
community; it's the people who do that," he
said. "However. it can't hurt either." In this
sense, Danielson believes the new hall can
"enhance the al.ready strong community, .. he has
seen at Regis.
In this case then, the small crowd that
gathered outside of O'Connell on that cold
Friday was lucky enough to experience an
importan1 step for Regis hi tory. Though lhe
groundbreaking ceremony might have left
something to be desired. the new hall should
not.
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Have we taken patriotism a bit too far?
by Timothy Harden
J was greatly disheanened to read the
editorials of Dr. Jim Riley and Julie Anne
Lemieux in response to the forum on "Toe
Destruction of the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon." In apparent responses out of blind
patriotism rather than reason, both individuals
attacked one of the panelists, Larry LeamanMiller, for being "anti-American" and
''embarrassing."
While Leaman-Miller took a position in
which he offered a critical look at various
aspects of the United States, both Riley and
Lemieux took this to the extreme and argued
in their editorials that Leaman-Miller was antiAmerican. In this, it is clear that the latter
writers have a misunderstanding of the
difference in being ami-American and anti-

policy.
To my understanding, political forums
such as these are to include the standpoints of
individuals from a number of spectrums. For
Riley and Lemieux, however, it appears as
though only one view should be present at
such forums. Is it necessary to "censure and
condemn" those who wish to use their freedom
of speech in a discussion?
Riley wrote that Leaman-Miller equated
the United States with Nazi Germany. This is
a misunderstanding on the part of Riley. For
the sake of accuracy, Leaman-Miller's
argument was that the media of the United
States offers only one perspective much like
the media of Nazi Germany and that images of
our Congress could resemble the gathering of
Nazis. Rather than offering an argument,
Riley simply noted his disagreement with this

statement. Meanwhile, CNN continued to
hold national discussions over whether we
should have Jaws requiring people in the
United States to carry identification at all times
(as was done in Nazi Gem1any).
After reading the editorials of Riley and
Lemieux. I was very disappointed that at the
university level. students are subjected to. not
a difference of opinion which is stimulating,
but a paranoid retrenching of patriotic jargon.
Rather than a discussion of dilTerent
perspectives, as would be expected in a
university setting, we have two individuals
who, instead of speaking publicly at the forum,
hid their voice behind their written words. rn
addition, it is unfair and harsh when the death
of oldiers is used as emotional blackmail to
defend a one-sided, misguided opinion
What occurred on September I 1, 2001 is

lhe most devastating and horrific single act
that has ever happened to this nation. We must
not respond to this act by attacking each other.
The words written by Riley and Lemieux are
in no way comparable to the murderous act of
September 'I I; however, it is hard not to
recognize that their words are an attack on
Americans as well Riley and Lemieux's
arguments suggest that any negative critique of
U.S. policy or any view that is alternative to
theirs is un-American. If that is the case, then
I suppose it is also un-American to oppose
slavery, a refusal of women's rights. and
segregation.
No matter your views, there should be no
disagreement that we live in a great nation.
Let us not condemn each other for having what
every American should have, and that is a
standpoint To lose this, we lose our freedom.

Students question response Embracing differing opinions
to foru01 on 9/11 attacks
by Jessie Meeks

by Jay Stooksberry
A quick note to Julie Anne Lemieux:
The presentation of theory as fact does not
work well in any scenario, whether in writing
a journalistic analysis of an event or stating an
opinion. What follows are examples of
Lemieux's dubious arguments against the
statements of Larry Leaman-MiIJer, and my
response to her logic.
Dubious Logic, Example #l: "[Bombing
Hiroshima and Nagasaki] ended World War ll.
saving millions of lives, including Japanese
lives. America immediately began rebuilding
Japan. laying a foundation that has made it a
strong nation today."
Obliterating two major
Japanese villages saved
Japanese lives? That seems
to me to be circular logic at
its finest. l think it should be
stated that Lemieux. is stating
a theory that was propo ed lo
justify the dropping of the
bomb on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.
Example #2: "I know
that there are American
foreign policies instituted
which are oppressive toward
other human beings and
which most of us are not even aware of.
Mistakes are made. but this is true of any
human instilution." The fact that Lemieux
acknowledges that oppression is caused by
American foreign policy and that she excuses
them as a mere "mistakes" worries me greatly:
It is understandable (not justifiable) when
people are "not even aware" of such
oppression, but if Lemieux is aware of this,
she chooses to support such oppression by not
opposing it. The United States is not according to Lemieux - "the best country in
the world" if it allows oppression to be
created.
Example #3: " ... Palestine has no claim
on Israeli Jand: lsrael has occupied it for
thousands of years." Following World War Il,
countless Jews immigrated to what was going
to be a Jewish national homeland that the
British has previously promised in 1917. It
wasn't until Britain withdrew its occupation of
Palestine in 1948 that the United Nations
voted to create two separate states: one Arab,
the other Jewish. Since Israel's independence
wasn't established until 1948, it is safe to say
that Israel has NOT occupied it for thousands

of years.
Example #4: " ... the United States hoped
that by undercutting Hussein, the people [of
Iraq) would get rid of him." In reference to
sanctions we have imposed on Iraq. it is safe
to say that they have not achieved their
proposed goal. If anything, the sanctions have
strengthened Hussein's grip on the Iraqi
people. Nearly half a million lraqi children
have died in the last ten years from U.S.
bombs and_sanctions. [s this what we call
rational diplomacy? When confronted with
the horrific details and statistics of death in
Iraq, Madeleine Albright on "60 Minutes" ( 12
may 1996) proclaimed, "I
think this is a very hard
choice. but the price - we
think the price is worth it:''
The entire notion of
humanitarian aid to Iraq is
nebulous, because the
current "oil for food"
policy - which allows Iraq
to export oil and use part of
the money raised to buy
basic goods from otber
countries - has damaged
the economy and inflicted
more harm upon the
already impoverished Iraqi
people.
Example #5: "God bless America, and
God bless all people of good will." I
understand that this isn't meant to state an
opinion - but it does. The constant references
to God in the rhetoric flying around today is
so socially engrained - ever since we were all
repeating " ... one nation, under God" when we
were in elementary school - that we do not
recognize bow America is declaring its very
own holy war.
When attempting to create a historical
analysis of tbe causality of the events that
shaped the September Llth attacks, I believe it
is in Lemiuex's best interests to at least
present accurate information. What Larry
Leaman-MilJer did was present the truth - and
it was an ugly truth that most of us don't like
to hear. So I ask: Why are people so
unwilling to recognize the issues that LeamanMiller raised? Why are they turned off by a
radical presentation of facts? And is the truth
radical? I think you and I both know the
answers to these questions, so I will just end
this entry with the words of Socrates: "The
unexamined life is not worth living."

''The
unexamined
life is not
worth
living."

-Socrates

The forum on September 20th, a part of
the Brown Bag Lunch Justice Series, provided
many people with the opportunity to learn
more about events, circumstances. and
possible national responses related to the
September 11th attacks. It also gave
University students and faculty, as well as
community members, a chance co compare
some infom1ed, yet differing, statements
regarding these circwnscances and responses.
But it was within these differing statements
that many found fault with the forum.
Specifically, many listeners disagreed with,
and even took offense to, the comments made
by panelist Larry Leaman-Miller.
Having attended the forum, I would like
to hare some of my reactions. First, Mr.
Lean1an-Miller's remarks were, in essence.
exactly the same as the ones made by Dr.
Frantz-Murphy. Both discussed the history of
America's involvement with governments
around the world and specifically
governments in the Middle East. Second, I
admire that Mr. Leaman-Miller put himself in
Nicaragua and El Salvador at a time when the
people are in dire need of help. It was a
selfless action. and Mr. Leaman-MiJler's
responses to those experiences, shared with
people who express an interest to learn, can
only reflect that selfless nature. Third. if
people in attendance listened to both Dr.
FranLZ-Murphy and Mr. Leaman-Miller, they
would have heard both state lhat the United
States' government-funded actions in
Afghanistan were done to protect our interests
alone. As~ result of that, the Afghanis have
been left in an impoverished condition and in
the care of a one-time-U.S. supponed,
fundamentalist government. Both said it, each
just did it in a different manner. Fourth, as just
stated above, government policies are, in part,
responsible for the creation of the attitudes
that drove these lunatics to do what they did.
Why should that fact not be presented at an
open forum? Many people believe that we. as
a country. should not focus our attention on
the terrorist actions of the United States. But
why should that be? Not only do I want
knowledge of the United States' abuse of
power throughout the world. but also, our
country is so quick to point out the terrorist
actions of other countries. maybe it is time
that we cn1tinize our own government Fifth,
and finally, Mr. Lean1an-Miller did not equate
the United States, as a whole, with the Nazis,
as many believe he did. He only likened the
United States Congress. all members of which,
except for one conscientious Congresswoman

from California, have given up their
responsibilities as makers of public policy.
They have placed all the power in the hands of
President Bush in the matter of retaliation.
Why. as an An1erican citizen, did I elect
Senators and Representatives, if they were not
going to represent my interests in a time of
national crisis? I can see the resemblance that
our go emment has taken co a fom1 of
dictatorship in this matter. As a student of
history. I have learned that emotional stances,
such as the one that Mr. Leaman-Miller
presented and for which many people felt
distaste, are the ones that. though not
appreciated in tbeir own time. eventually
effect change.
We are at an institution of higher
academic learning, and I would think that
being at such a place would entitle and
empower every person to be able to make
his/her own decisions about such a statement
as the one Larry Leaman-Miller made. lf
students and faculty do get other opportunities
to hear presentations such as the one made on
Friday. they have the responsibility, as adults.
to make their own educated decisions about
what they bear. The real world, the one that
most Americans do not live in, is not a
sheltered place, and I think the educational
system already does enough to shelter people
from the harsh realities of the world. It wasn't
until I was a sophomore in high school that I
learned Betsy Ross did not make the first flag.
A silly example I know, but more importantly,
it was at this same time that J learned
Christopher Columbus systematically
exterminated an entire nation of people, and
the Ftrst Nation People were hunted,
poisoned. starved, and cheated by the
American government. I would hope that at
least in college, and especially a college like
Regis that prides itself on its involvement with
world leaders and learners. I could learn about
things like the School of the Americas, the
Nicaraguan Dirty War, and the suffering of
impoverished people due to the embargo on
Iraq. These things I would never learn as an
average citizen. J do not want to be like those
people th.at Mr. Leaman-Miller found so
contemptible when he returned to America
from bomb-tom Nicaragua_ Not only do I
want to be an educated citizen. but more than
that, I appreciate the fact that I can receive an
education that includes differing opinions such
as the one that Mr. Leaman-Miller expressed.I especially appreciate the fact that he. as well
as I. can express those opinions without being
censored by our government. even if some
within the college believe that statements like
Mr. Leaman-Miller's should not be heard.
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Tips for dealing with midterm week
by Kathleen Coyne
Midterms are quickly approaching. Yet
that doesn't mean students know what to do.
Typically at Regis, midterms are the week
before fall break; this year that's October 15
to 19. The week should be filled with tests
and papers. However, when many students
actually look at their schedules. they realize
that they do not have the full load of tests
and papers that they anticipated. Either a
lot of teachers have huge hearts or somehow
their midterms do not fall during this week.
Because there are only seven weeks of
school after mid semester break, students
can use all the help possible in catching up,
reviewing, and preparing for exams.
Sophomore Kiersten Bu hnell goes over her
notes and rereads all of her material on a
regular basis. This seems like a typical
approach. On the other hand, Patrick
Battalion enthusiastically argues
"Procrastination helps!" He waits until the
night before his tests to study class notes.
Students can improve their study habits

by eating differently, sleeping differently, or
studying differently.
A nutrition sdentist at M.I.T.
recommends tuna to keep mentally alert. A
key nutrient involved in conversion to
alertness chemicals in the brain is choline,
which is found in fish. meats, egg yolks,
soy products, oatmeal, rice, peanuts and
pecans. Choline, a chemical precursor of the
brain neurotransmitter acetylcholine can
play a major role in memory. Other people
recommend eating chocolate the day of the
test because the sugar will keep your brain
alert.
Carlyle Smith. a professor of
psychology at Trent University in
Peterborough, Ontario, researched the
effects of sleep deprivation by observing
students who partied all night on the
weekends compared to students who went
to bed at a reasonable hour. Smith found
that student5 who study all week and party
late on the weekends might lose 30% of
whac they learned during the week.

Start studying for midterms by
reviewing each assignment, test. and paper
due during the week. Write down how
many points each exam or paper is worth
and prioritize your tasks. It is better to
spend hours on a paper worth 50% rather
than a quiz worth 10%. Students should
study at least an hour a day for each subject
If there is not anything due the nex.t day,
review note and the readings. Junior Adam
Pickles spends at least 20 minutes per day
studying his subjects during midterms.
Find your own study space. Do not sit
in front of the television or listen to music.
Though it seems as though it helps you
study better. you actually become distracted.
If you have a lot of reading to do to prepare
for a test. try taking notes as you go along.
Otherwise, you'll find your mind wandering.
Finally, ask for help if you need it. Teachers
and friends are usually willing to go over
something with you again if you didn't quite
"get it" the first time.

Homecoming week brings activities, prizes, dress
up days, sports, and dancing fun to campus
by Jaclyn Rostie
"Helios. Selene, and Hesperos"--Latin for
the Sun, the Moon. and the Stars--this year's
Homecoming theme. The Student
lnvolvement Committee (SlC) organized year's
Homecoming Week, September 29 through
October 6, with the help of other leadership
groups. Marissa Carelli, Director of SIC, said.
"It was a week to get out there, be crazy. have
fun. and show some school spirit"
The major highlights of Homecoming
Week were events taking place on Saturday.
October 6. Scott Campbell. Director Qf
Student Activities. identified the annual
Homecoming dance and the golf tournament as
top evenc.~. The third annual golf tournament
was held on Saturday morning at the Hyland
Golf Course in Westminster. It was a small
tournament consi ting of eight groups of four.
At the tournament. they held conte. ts for the
longest drive and the longest putt. Golfers
were taken care of by a refreshment snack cart
that followed them throughout the course.
Afterwards. there was a dinner for the golfers
and Regis paraphernalia was gi\'en away.

Later Saturday, Casino Night was held
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the cafeteria.
Professors, faculty, and members of the
Student Executive Cabinet served as dealers
for the evening wearing garters around their
arms. Those who attended were given $5,000
in play money to gamble at games of Roulette,
Craps. and Blackjack. For each $1000 won.
the attendees received tickets to enter into a
drawing. All proceeds for the evening went to
tl1e Red Cross to help in the relief efforts from
the recent terrorist attacks in New York and
Washington, DC.
Overlapping with Casino Night was the
traditional Homecoming dance where Charity
Hermes and Mau Smith were crowned µtis
year's Homecoming royalty. Hennes and
Smith were first nominated by professors as
upperclassmen who they believed fulfilled the
Regis Mission of "Meo and Women in Service ·
of Other ." Then. the nominees were voted on
by Regis students to capture the title of
Homecoming royalty. Both Hermes and Smitl1
are former members of the Student Executive
Cabinet. Hem1es is a Student Activity Intern
and the Vice President of Alpha Sigma Nu.

Alcohol Awareness
continued from page 1
Other events planned for Alcohol Awareness
Week include:
Movie night Monday: Come to DeSmet from 7 to
10 p.m. to watch "Traffic" and discuss the issues
arising from America's drug war and drug culture.
Snacks and soda are provided.
Ladies' night in the fitness center: The fitness
center will stay open from 9 to 10:30 p.m. (after the
speaker) on Wednesday. Oct. 17 to give women a
chance to work out late into the night. The Un-Bar
will also be present to refresh participants with cool
non-alcoholic beverages.
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Other activities during
Member$ o
are trauied in alt aiel$ ot
Homecoming week involved the team
. cation, .~ ~ and moddling. All ~~hers
challenge. Students formed teams to
CPE cer:tifie4 wtµdl allows diem to lid
y
compete in the challenge. During
ilssi$ thQ)r feUQW .stu4ent$ who may
Homecoming week. each team was
alcQJtoJi.Wm Qr conte~lnt\llg suicideji~d point them
judged on their school spirit by receivil;Jg
in the'ri8Jtt directiopJo atthla help. ··
...•
points for dressing up to fit each day's
goal Of:~tces~ ad:ording to
theme. Monday, students were seen
qruf,public relations ilitern. Scott §Jiietds, i.,; "tq)
wearing colorful togas around campus.
encourage. tbe Regis bSmmwtity to'adopt healthy <
On Wednesday. students rolled up their
lifestyles and bring fiwareness about
issues
jeans, wore slouch socks, and girls wore
alconolrit>use. whlc,l.r~ {!Uite preyatent pn college
d1eir hair in side ponytails to fit in with ~
cam~uses." .. .
. . •.
' .
80s Day. fn addition to being spirited,
tournament and the dance. Extraordinist Craig
the teams had to compete in bed races. field
Krages was brought to Regis by the
day competition , and a scavenger hunt.
Programming Activities Council in conj unction
Attending and winning events helped teams to
with Thursday Thrills and Parents' Weekend.
accumulate points. On Friday. the team
Krages has appeared on The Tonight Show
winner, a group of students working in Student
with Jay Leno. CNN, Lifetime. and Larry King
Activities. was announced as winners at the
Live. He is one of the most recognized and
girl's soccer game versus Barry Univer ity.
sought-after college entertainers. He captured
Many Homecoming events this year were
the Regis audience by his amazing ability to
held in conjunction with Parents' Weekend,
correctly guess information, lift and move a
which began Thursday, October 4, and
table by simply placing hi hands on top. and
continued through Sunday, October 7. Pare nts
interlocking and taking apart three rings gi\·en
were invited to participate in many
to him by members of the audience.
Homecoming activities such as the golf

are,

be .· . ,,

J'fh#

'l)Ice

$Opltorttgr'e

sen<>us

Ji

Students have places to go and people to see over upcoming fall break
by Geneva Corirossi
Stres levels will be high during mid-term
week_ However. come October 19. relaxation
rakes over and tames the stres . But then there
is the additional stress of what to do to make
this mid-semester break memorable. Wi1J1 a
weekend and two full day, off school. where is
there to go? Many students plan to travel to
nearby states to visit their friends at school, go
campi ng. follow a band, or go home. Even
though mid-semester break is short. you can
have a great time just doing something fun
with your friends. On the other hand, since
the break is so short, you might want to start
thinking about where you want to spend it
before it's too late.
In che past few years. ROC, the Regis
Outdoors Club, has offered a camping.
mountain biking. and hiking trip to Moab.
Utah. To the dismay and disappointment of
many students, the fall trip has been cancelled
d1is year due to some of the partying activities
associated with the last couple of trips to
Moab. Dave Habib. the appointed
President/Director of ROC. says that the club
is creating a new image for itself. This -m+member club is triving for an image based on

learning and appreciation for the outdoors.
Habib wi hes to strengthen the club and its
members by offering orientations on
mountaineering.- canyoneering. back'))acking,
rock climbing, ice climbing. hiking and
survival skills. "l've loved the outdoors since I
wa~ three," Habib states. "From all the things
that I have experienced and learned, I would
like to share with others through tllis club."
These skills can be very useful because as the
year progresses so does your level of
outdoorsmanship. O ne's individual skill level
will determine the lesson level, so you are not
always learning on a beginner's level.
Ca.tnpers, don't panic: ROC has a great
ne w trip planned for this fall break. Habib and
2-3 other staff members are leading a
backpacking trip to Alamosa. Colorado. This
trip will be spent on the Sand Dunes National
Park of Southwestern Colorado for 3 days and
2 night . The camp ite is at Zapata Falls,
which looks at the 14. 000 ft. Crestone Peak.
On this trip participants will be backpacking.
hiking. and possibly climl:!ing che leeward side
of Crestone Peak. The leeward side is warmer
and less difficult so don't worry. If this sound
interesting. sign up at Srudent Activities

quickly because there is only room for 8-9
students on the trip because ROC wants to
make sure that everyone gets all they can out
of the trip. With too many people, activities
can be overcrowded. The price of this trip is
$55 for non-members of ROC and $45 for
members. This price includes 2 meals a day,
snacks, and any equipment you may need.
There are plenty of sleeping bags. tents. and
backpacks to go around.
Across campus other students are
planning d1eir own fun trips. Arizona seems to
be a hot spot for many students this fall break.
A group of junior girls are traveling to Arizona
to experience the beauty of the state.
Scottsdale resident Ariana Etter says. "The
drive isn't that far and I love when my friends
visit. Arizona's splendor should be seen by the
eye instead of through pictures. I want them
to see my home town and experience what I
get every time I return."
The band Widespread Panic is playing in
Phoenix. Arizona. The show is at the new
Cricket Pavilion. which was formerly named
Desert Sky, A group of students are
caravanning to Phoenix and camping near the
concert. Tickets are only $25 - $30, so the

group could grow. One die-hard fan,
sophomore Padric Swanton, says, "No distance
is too great to support and enjoy one of your
favorite bands."
Some Regis seniors are taking their last
foll break together to the captivating city of
Las Vegas, Nevada. Thi~ trip will be a great
time for senior bonding. They will be
spending their days and nights gambling in the
casinos, having meals along the strip, and
seeing entertaining shows. Senior Peter
Becker is meeting his sister there and is
excited to mix his last fall break with family
and friends.
Whatever you do during fall break.be
sure to talce some time out of your day to relax
from the stress of midterms. ff you don't want
to travel out of the state. Colorado is a great
place keep busy_ The mountains are our
playground so take full advantage of them. lf
you want to stay in the city of Denver, visit the
new Invesco Mile High Stadium for a game or
go downtown and enjoy yourself. Even
sleeping in and catching up on good movies
and shows thal you've missed because you
have been living in the library. is a good way
to unwind.
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Regis welcomes professors Hicks and Palmer
by Ariana Etter

by Bea Bruintjes

For those of you who don't
know. there is another new
pro.fessor on the Regis University
cmnpus--Dr. David Hicks.
Hicks is the new Director of the
Writing Program and an
Associate Professor of English.
Hicks is cu1Tently running
writing workshops, teaching
freshman writing seminar. and
helping faculty who are not in
the English Department with the
writing component of their
classes.
Hicks is originally from
West Chester County. New York.
He attended Nazareth College of
Rochester where he received his
Photo by: Ariana Etter
bachelor's degree in English with
New Professor David Hicks
a writing concentration. Hicks
English and his new job is exactly that.
then attended Saint Bonaventure
He says he loves teaching literature and
University in New York and obtained
writing, especially at a small school
his master's in English. He later
with a friendly en vironment. Hicks
received his Ph.D. at New York
says he couldn't be any happier. Hicks
University in American Literature while
enjoys the Regis faculty and says they
serving as the Assistant Director of the
are friendly, welcoming. and nice to
Writing Center.
work with. Hicks also thinks the Regis
Following completion of his
students are sociable.
graduate degrees. Hicks taught at Pace
Hicks currently resides in
University in New York, at Mesa State
Nederland. Colorado, but he doesn't
in Grand Ju nction, Colorado, and was
mind the commute because living in the
the chair of the English Department at
mountains is worth it. In his free time
Marywood University in Pennsylvania
he enjoys biking with bis two children
before moving to Regis this fall. Wi th
in the mountains. playing basketball.
all his experience it is obvious that he
writing fiction, and being a free-lance
is a valuable addition to the Regis
editor. Most importantly, Hicks wants
University faculty.
students to know that anyone is more
Hicks says his dream job has been
than welcome to see him for help on
to direct a writing program and teach
papers and assignments.

Professor Daryl Palmer. new faculty
member in Lhe English department. has nothing
but positive things to say about the Regis
Community. Palmer. a.~sociate professor of
English, is one of the eight new faculty
members who h.a e joined the Regis
Community this fall. "Regis University is like
the teaching job I always dreamed of, u say
Palmer. "Happiness is when you get your
wish. "
Palmer began his undergraduate studies
planning to major in law. ThL~ changed,
however, when he was in the library at school
one day and quite accidentally pulled out a
literary piece by one of 1he famous writers of
the Renaissance Era. The thought struck him
New Professor Daryl Palmer Photo by: Bea Bruinljes
that instead of practicing law he could e.ater the
Palmer, Regis University is like a dream come true.
literary world. This notion had such great appeal for
He finds the atmosphere so much more relaxed here a1
Palmer, that he changed bis course and entered the
Regis compared LO the big state university in Ohio.
world of literature. Palmer originally wanted to read.
"Regis students seem so much calmer," says Palmer. .
write. and travel, and did not decide to become an
"Having a conversation with them is easier."
English professor until his first week teaching as a
Outside of the academic arena. Palmer keeps
graduate student. For Palmer changes in his life
himself busy. He enjoys running playing tennis,
happen quickly and dramatically. "Changes happen as
hiking. and skiing, although he admits that his skiing
flashes of inspiration," says Palmer quoting from
skil ls need some fine-tuning. Palmer and his wife are
Willa Cather.
content living in Colorado. and especially like the
During his years of study, he spent many
beautiful weather. "It never stays cold for very long,"
sum mers abroad. including a year studying in
says Palmer.
England. He visited France. Scotland. Germany,
Palmer has already become a favorite for many
Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and also Brazil.
here at Regis University. and be is a great inspiration
The trips and the study abroad changed his life. "It
for his students. His favorite line in literature comes
gave me a sense of the world, as opposed to a sense
from Song of the Lark, a book by Willa Cather.
of self," says Palmer. For his next trip, Palme r is
"Nothing is far and nothing is near, if one desires.
thi nking of the Mediterranean.
The world is little, people are little. human life is
After completing his Ph.D., Palmer accepted a
little. There is only one thi ng--desire." Palmer likes
teaching position at a University in Ohio, where he
th is line because it answers the que_tion of how
taught for ten years before coming to Regis
people manage to do great things. "ll all comes down
University this fall. Currently. Palmer is teaching
to desire,'' says Palmer. "The beautiful thing about
three classes: 18th Century Novel, Survey of British
teach ing is to see gifted people find their way."
Literature, and a Freshman Literature class. For
0
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Sophomore Seminar
focuses on the service
learning component

lfetro Detn:er ·

Students work with adults and children
in the Regis community

Recreational aetivities

by Theresa Keyser

Boys and Girls Clnb of

Oaseade l\lentoring
PrommFleld trips with 1niddle
seltool students

Centro Bie1istar San .Josee:r-school tutoring .
Colfax Comnumi
Networkl\fentoring an<l tutoring

Cross (;on111uulity
Coaljtioner-school tutoring

sisting in classrooms or
after scl1oolprogram

Simmer l\liddle School..;
er-school tutoring

•••

For 1111.111g more '\'Olunteer
opporttmities,. -visit the Cenk>r
for Serrif!e Learning in L9yola
.20,orgoto

www~edo/~rrice aml click
on "~fen and W001en in Senice"

course because it's not all just about theory.
"It puts the content of what they're learning
in context inunediately,'' she says. 1l1e
students can team from one another and can
relate their experience simultaneously with
what they are reading.
Service learning for
this class could include a
variety of after school
programs working with
children, mentor progran1S,
and tutoring programs.
One student in this
class, Sophomore Eric
Lindenau, does his service
at the Boys and Girls Club.
He works with the children
in the evenings doing a
,. variety of recreational
activities such as
basketball, foosball, or
working on computers.

"We seek to provide value-centered
undergraduate and graduate education, as
well as to strengthen our commitment to
community service... and attempt to answer
the question:' How
ought we to live?'"
The core
seminars are
organized around
this pan of the
Regis University
Mission Statement.
Some of the
Sophomore
eminars use
service learning as a
way to further the
class material and
give the students a
very real look at
some of the things
He has enjoyed working
they are studying.
L------------------' with the kids. Lindenau
The theme for
says, "A lot of these kids have a rough home
the Sophomore Seminars is cultural diversity life, so the nicer you can be to them, the
within the United States. This diversity can
better they feel about themselves."
be experienced first hand by Regis students
The students in Carroll's class do their
through service learning. Mark Bruhn,
service outside of the classroom, but bring a
director of core studies. says that service
lot of their experiences back to class with
learning, "Encourages students to experience
them. They have found many surprising
diversity and to ask questions such as 'What
things from working with children. They
is society and how can one serve it best?"
were surprised at how receptive the kids
Mary Ellen
were to working with them and how
Carroll teaches a
adult-like they are. They find it is a
Sophomore Seminar
chalJengi! to get some of the kids to
class that focuses on
do their schoolwork.
equal educational
Classes other than sophomore
opportunities for all.
seminar have-a service learning
Service learning is a
component as welL Service-learning
requirement for this
components can range anywhere from
class. Each student
working with non-profit organizations
is required to
with the poor, to homeless shelters, to
commit two hours
conflict centers. to homes for the
per week to a
elderly. Each specific course
youth-based agency
determines what placements work.
for 12 weeks this
semester.
Carroll finds
that the service the
students do
enhances their
learning in the

''It puts the
content of.
what they're

learning in
context

immediately,"··.

- Mary Elkn Carroll..

Teams serve others
things that are important in life back into
perspective. lt feels good to give back to the
Fmding the balance between school and
community because I am so fortunate to go to
social life is a lot for most students to handle.
Regis."
Our athletes have to find the time for their .~port,
Cortez Washington. a basketball player,
school. social life, and giving time back to the
volunteers as a tutor at a local elementary
community. Our athletic teams are required to
school. He feels, "I am helping out younger
participate in 16 hours of community service per
people, ii makes them (kids) feel like I have
season.
time for them and I care about them."
Lonnie Porter, the men's head basketball
The girls' lacrosse team is hosting a
coach. is in charge of organizing community
lacrosse tournament for little kids to raise money
service for the athletes. The athletes can chose
for the cancer foundation. Andrea Buschard
to do the events as a 1ean1 or individually a~ long says, "I enjoy watching the little kids play
as they complete 16 hours. After talking to
because it gives them an opportunity to show
several athletes in various sports, the community
their skills to people
service they participate in
at a collegiate level."
differs from sport to sporL
They also volunteered
1l1e boy's soccer
to review restaurants
team volunteers their time
over the internet to
by refereeing for the
raise money for a cure
YMCA on Saturdays.
for cancer.
They ref football and
The girls'
soccer games for boys
softball team
ages 6-12. Patrick
dedicates their time to
. Lockerd. forward on the
playing with little
team says, "It's a
kids at Berkley
rewarding experience to
Elementary. Ashley
see the little kids striving
Ballard says. "I feel
to become better players.
fulfilled and good
The kids look up to us,
after playing with the
which makes the
children." They
experience worthwhile."
volunteer as a team 2
Being third in the
or 3 days a week.
nation makes it tough for the girl's soccer team
The girls' volleyball tean1 usually
to volunteer. but they manage to give back to the
volunteers once a week at a nursing home or at a
community. Contrary to popular belief. soccer
school. At the beginning of the year they put on
players are allowed to use their hands, when
a carnival for little kids. Amy Willhoit says.
volunteering. The girls volunteer their time at
"It's really fun because we got to give back to
the children's museum, cutting egg canons for
people. I really enjoyed the carnival and seeing
Easter projects. Arlene Basquez said, "After
how excited the children were."
working 8 hours straight, I felt fulfilled I had
Hans Von der Hoffen. a baseball player,
done something for
works at Habit for
the community, not
Humanity with the
expecting anything
rest of the team. The
back. Seeing the
team builds
kids faces after they
foundations for homes
had completed the
and works a day from
projects put an
8-4. Hans states, "It
instant smile on my
is an opportunity to
face." The team also
give back to the
banded out fliers for
community. I enjoy
a non-profit
doing more for
organization.
others."
Molly Marrin, a
After talking
ba~ketball player,
with the athletes, it is
participated with her
easy to see that giving
team in the Race for
back to the
the Cure on Sunday,
community is
October 7, 2001. They also were involved in the something they all enjoy doing. Just seeing the
AIDS Walk. Planting trees on Arbor Day
reactions on the people's faces allowed for the
fulfilled their hours for last year. Basketball
athletes to really get something out of the
players have scheduled events and panake in the
community service. Balancing sports, school,
events as a team. According to Molly, "It is easy and community service is an amazing quality all
to get things out of perspective balancing school
of our athletes do very weJl.
and sports. Community service helps me put

by KC Nettleton

Volunteers Appreciated ~verywhere
International Year of Volunteers encourages service at Regis and beyond
by Rich Cadwallader
2001 was proclaimed the International Year
of Volunteers (I.Y.V.) by the United Nations
General Assembly in November 1997. The main
objectives of this international year are to increase
recognition, facilitation. networking and
promotion of volunteering around the world. It
provides an opportunity to bring people's
attentions to the achievements of volunteers and
encourage others to give of themselves in order to
help those in need.
[n order to heighten I .Y.V.'s effectiveness. it

''I think that this
will reach lots of
people in lots of
places,''
-Tenneh Johnson
was decided that it would be the responsibility of
individual nations to promote volunteelism inside
their own borders. Nations could adopt the I.Y.V.
objectives and revise them to meet their personal
needs. The United States is basing its efforts
around building up the number of individual,
group and organizational volunteers.
Hands On Denver, an organization that
promotes and organizes volunteer programs and
service learning for Denver's parks and recreation.
became a member of I. Y. V. last year. The
organization has been making a special effort to
promote I.Y.V.. but feels still that not enough

peope in Colorado really understand what it is all
abou. "l hope that some of the international
confirences come up with clearly defined
objedves and recommendations," says Joan
Wils, n. representative for Hands On Denver. "We
need ;ome way to unify the volunteer movement.
Hoptfully we'll soon see some expanded press and
infor nation for people."
ndeed there have been efforts made lately to
impro ,ve l. Y. V. so that it will be more inclusive. A
conference of the Association of Volunteer
Admnistrators concluded recently in Toronto.
Wils, n, when speaking of the conference,
said: "II will be interesting to see if
they' e come up with some new
movtments and recommendations."
\ lack of information about 1.Y. V. is
not a national trend. Tenneh Johnson of
Colu nbia. Maryland recently became an
in<li\ dual registered member. Johnson
foun, the I.Y.V. website online
(ww',.iyv2001.org) and took it upon
hersc: f to register. "l think that this will
react lots of people in Jots of places."
John on said. "I'm going to do the
volw leering, which is really great because
there, a lot of stuff that I'd love to do for
otbei people.'' Johnson also commented
on th • convenience of online registration:
"l do1'1 have time to leave my family or
regul,r job... this makes it possible to
voluiteer in my spare time at home. This
shou J draw a lot of people."
{egis University is also registered to
be a •art of I. Y. Y. At a celebration on
Sepbmber 20, a volunteerism time
capsi le, sealed in Santa Fe New Mexico
in IS)()· was rededicated . Th•e uruvers1ty,
·
·

with the help of [van Scheier, a nationally known
trainer and consultant on volunteerism, reflected
on volunteerism in our community. "We still have
other events that are going on." commented Mary
Lou Mcnatt. Volunteers are welcome to join any
Regis event. Those interested should visit the
Regis I. Y. V. website:
www.regis.edu/service/iyv2001.
Wilson urges people to get involved:
"Volunteers are always needed. They're critical to
Denver." I.Y.V is bound to show that volunteers
are also critical to the world as a whole.

"It's really fun because
we got to give back to
people. I really
enjoyed the carnival
and seeing how excited
the children were.''

-Amy Willhoit

2
of Volunteers
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Fall lntramurals ••
Competitive, but fun SIDE OF
by Quinn McCoy
Students across campus are dropping
their books and picking up a ball, as they
compete in intramural athletics. Regis
Intramural~. co-directed by Amy and Erin
Christianson, gives students a chance to
escape their studies and get active.
Intramurals offers four seasons throughout the
year including sports
such as flag football.
volleyball, bowling,
basketball. floor hockey,
soccer, and slow pitch

l

softball. Participation in
all of the sports is free
with the exception of
bowling. The intramurals
staff, including Hong Le.
Colin Maher, Man Smith,
Jessica Beddo Antonio

to offer tough competition between the three
teams. Going into the tournament ll1e Hilltop
Hell Raisers are leading the way. Seated
second is Klam Chowder, and in third place is
Check Out Our Tight Ends. This league has
had its tough moments when the competitive
drives are at their peak, in addition to the
extremely relaxed type of play when the teams
play shoeless. Walker
Sears, captain of Check
O ut Our Tight Ends.
predicts that the Hilltop
Hell Raisers will not win
it all this year, simply
because "they are so
darn old."
With Jl2 bowlers,
bowling is the most
popular_ sport.
Accordmg. to

"Bowling gives
students a chance
to get O.f f campus

d

an meet new
,,
people.
Maes. and Jan,McAuliffe . -Erin Christianson ~.Chri~tian~on,
organizes the sports.
Bowling gives students
The first season, which started on Sept.
10, 2001, has been very competitive. The
standings going in to the playoff tournament
have been posted. As teams prepare to fight
for the championship title the tensions run
high. In the co-ed flag football league, the
Student Activities Team, defending
champions. fight to maintain their spot at the
top. They are followed by Caffeine Free.
Kristy Kl ink's Team, and last, Team DPT.
Colin Maher, captain of the Student Activities
Tean1. says. "The tean1 is dedicated and
creative. We have had some exciting
moments."
Leading the co-ed volleyball league ang
ready to defend their championship status are
the Defenders. Trailing close behind L~ Team
Jill Welsh. Sets on the Beach. Fierce Yodas.
Team Rob Probst. and Doing the Physical
Thing.
The men's flag football league has proven

~
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LATEST TEAM RECORDS AS OF
THURSDAY, OCTOBER
~-.

0

WOMEN'S \IOLl.f.\'BALL:

o

MEN'S

0

WpMEN'S SOCCER:
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BY C OREY AR1HUR

Colorado pros
plagued by injuries
Denver is home to five major sports
teams. The Colorado Rapids and Colorado
Rockies have just finished their seasons, both
missing out on the playoffs. The other three,
the Denver Broncos, Colorado Avalanche, and
Denver Nuggets are all just getting under way
on their new campaigns. The
road to the championship for
these three tean1s has been
made more difficult as
injuries have left numerous
roster gaps.
•
•
The Broncos are off to
a 3-1 start, but have lost
some key contributors along
the way. The most damage
was done in week one. Ed
McCaffrey sacrificed his
body to make a catch when
a fierce collision broke his
leg and was lost for the
entire season. Terrell Davis
is no stranger to injuries.
After compiling over 100
yards in his first game this
year, test~ following the
game showed his degenerate knee getting
worse and he wilJ have to miss 4-6 weeks.

The Avalanche picked up again last
week, starting the season with a 3-1 win over
Pittsburgh, and have since won another game
and lost one making them 2- l. The Avs got
their heartbreaking news before the season
started, when Peter Forsberg had to take a
leave of absense most likely concerning his
spleen surgery in June. Forsberg is out
indefinitely. but the Avalanche are hoping for
him to make it back Sometime this season.
Finally, the Nuggets just won their first
preseason game, and if
winning hasn't been hard
enough for this team in
the past, they are going to
have to do it this year
without star forward
Antonio McDyess.
McDyess will undergo
surgery on his shoulder
and wiJi be out of the
lineup until at least
February.
Colorado sports are
filled with winning
traditions. and dealing
with injuries is not new to
any of the teams. They
will still compete at a top
level as the Broncos try to
regain their top form of
'97 and '98 and the Avs try to defend their
Stanley Cup from last year.

Colorado sports
are filled with
w1nn1ng
traditions, and
dealing with
injuries is not
new to any of
the teams.

a chance to get off
campus and meet new people."
Going into week four, the Key Light
Rollers, made up of Jim Cessar, Jenne
Bencken. Joe Kerr, and Katie Newland. are
leading the 28 teams.
Not everyone can be on the winning
team. but some teams figure if their team is
losing. they may as well have a good team
name. Some of the most creative team names
include, Sets on the Beach tCo-ed volleyball),
Check Out Our Tight Ends (Men's Flag
Football). and Bowl Movements (Bowling).
If you missed out on intramurals this
season, don't worry. Intramurals is gening
ready to begin the second season. The next
session offers co-ed basketball. co-ed floor
hockey. and the first bowling season will
continue competing. The second season
deadline is Oct. 17, 200 I. You can pick up
infom1ation in the Student Activities Office.
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As friends and teammates, Fall sports teams succeed
by Molly Marrin
The women's soccer team, nationally
ranked 3rd in CAA ll, and the women's
volleyball team, nationally ranked 10th
(NCAA II) are paving the way for a
memorable year in Regis University athletics.
In the past two games. the Regis women's
soccer team has improved its already
impressive number five ranking to an
astounding number three ranking in the
country. This squad. competing with a
notewonhy ten freshmen, has exhibited a
sea on of perfection thus far with a record of
12-0-0. The team has an impressive number of
players among the Rocky Mountain Athletic
Conferen e leaders. As a team. they dominate
the RMAC offensively, defensively and in
shutouts.
Sophomore Arlene Basquez leads the
conference in coring (2.18 per game) and
goals ( 1.0 per game) while freshman forward
Katie Murphy leads in assists (.55). is second
in scoring ( 1.82 per game) and third in goals
(.64 per game). Defeo ively. Taresa Cavaliere
is the RMAC's top goalkeeper with only two
goals scored on her in 905 minute • with 35
saves and eight shutouts all eason. Regis has
remarkably outscored its opponents 31-4.
On September 28, the team traveled to
San Antonio, Texas to play the University of
the Incarnate Word. This team from the
"Lonestar State" was undefeated unlil the
Regis women made their mark. The Rangers
defeated the team by a core of 2-1. On Friday,
October 5, the Rangers defeated Barry (Aa. )
University by the count of 2-0. This was an
immense win for the Ranger because Barry

University has been in the Final Four the past
two years. Freshman Kristen Geyer ored the
first goal of the game while freshman Alli
Rausch scored the final goal to seal the
victory. Basquez and Murphy both recorded
assists in the win. Cavaliere says that an
integral part of the team's success is
"chemistry."
"On and off the field. we are all good
friends which makes playing in the games
much easier." says Cavaliere.
By watching a game. it is easy to see that
team chemistry al o piny an imponant role
for the men's team. They boast a record of 93- J overall, 3-3-0 RMAC. With six games
remaining, the men's team could be on its way
to making a mark in the Re.gi record books 1f
they win all remaining game . The men played
St. Edward's University in Austin, Texas on
September 28 winning by a core of 4-l. Just
two days later, ~U played the Univer ity of the
Incarnate Word in Sa.JI Antonio. Texas where
they al o won 1-0. Junior forward Ben Stock
scored his econd goal of the season in thfa
game. Patrick Lockerd ( ix) and Kenneth
Cortsen (four) lead the Rangers in goals while
Lance Snodgrass. Alan Ramirez and Micheal
Simmonds top the charts in assi ts with three
each.
Heath Kidd was named the RMAC
Defensive Player of the Week for the period
ending September 30. While the Ranger won
both game . Kidd registered six ave (.9()9)
and a .50 goals allowed average {GAA). One
of the team'. top defenders. Chad Mullniks
said. "We have great team unity. Everyone
fights until the end and i willing to go to bat

for e, eryone
else."
The
women's
volleyball
team
improved its
national
ranking to 10
on October 2.
But. perhap
the mot
notable e,·ent
occurred on
unday,
ctober 7. as
head
volleyball
coach Frank
Lavri ha
Freshman Ashley Blai11-Hart1111g
recorded career win number 400 against Ft.
Lewi College. The victory improved the
career record to 400-162 (.712) for the 16-year
head coach. Julianna Bayley ( 15 kills). Renee
Faubion ( 10 kills) and Nora Bern on (10 kill .
12 digs) registered strong games as the
Rangers conclu<fed another winning weekend.
ln the previou match against Adam
State College, RU received double-doubles
from Bayley (22 kill , 13 digs). Faubion ( 19
kills, 17 dig ) and Bernson ( 10 kills. 22 digs)
as this trio continued to demonstrate
excellence on the coun.
There have been some changes to
attribute to the success of the volleyball team
like a "three middle offense and two types of
defense." said Bayley. These changes will help

Photo by: Zac Ma:::,otta

the Rangers as they f ce tougher teams in the
future and prepare for the anticipated regional
tournament. Bayley afao said "We (teammates)
are comfortable with each other on the court.
We truSt and are confident in each other's kills
and abilities."
The men's and women' cross country
teams participated in the Dan Libera
Invitational at Aims Community College On
Saturday, October 6, in Greeley Colorado. In
the 5K race, the women finisned fifth. while
the men took ixth place in the event. Both
groups were led by freshmen: Dan Hoffman,
13(26:34), Janey Beulke. 24(20:05).
Remarkably. rhi was the founh consecutive
time that Hoffman and Beulke guided the
Rangers.

r,rst settsoll'v o

t~trttVM..urerLs Ls over/ IAV\,ot
tne wt~~rs ~Ye...
Co-ed r=1aa r=ootball:
l\r-islY l\linck~s Team
'

***

Men~s r=1aa r=o()tball:

tiilltoP tiellraisers

*
*
*
Co-ed Volleyball:
The Vefender-s

•Must purchase pass by
December 8, 2001.
All tickets are non-transferable.

Adult

(Age 22 - 69)

~OLITH (Age 15 -

21 J

Youth Pass can also be upgraded to a BONUS PASS
for an additional $50! But hurry, Youth special expires

November 1st, 2001.

Child

(Age 6 - 14)

s49

Season passes are valid all 2CXJ1/2CXJ2 ski season. Must show vahd 1.0.
in order tLJ purchase any age-restricted season pass. Season passes are
not transferable & non-refundable.

888-ARAPAHOE ext. 2

www.arapahoebasin.com
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+ ENTERTAINMENT
ToRroisE
"SrANdARds"
by Kevin Kroh
The Chicago-based band
Tortoise, founded by drummer John
McEntire. might be one of the most
unique and experimental bands of the
last ten years. Beginning with their
self-titled debut aJbum in 1994 and
culminating with their recent release.
Standards. Tortoise melds jazz
compositions with electronic
influenced rock stylings, ethereal
melodies. and entirely instrumental
play without the use of a guitar. to
create and recreate a variety of
structured tunes and ambient
wanderings making them a band
beyond categorization or
comprehension. Standards seems to
perfect some of the creative ventures
on their previous album. TNT, and
proves to be righter and more fluid as
a whole.
The chaotic noise preceding the
first track on the album destroys all
preconceptions as to the pace, feel
and direction of the disc. The hard
hip-hop beats of the second track,
Eros, illustrates the solid drumming
of McEntire, whose play could sound
like a mix between John Bonham and
Tai.n Watts. and paves the way for the
melodic and percussive vibraphone
and xylophone in track three,
Benway. The drums fall out, and the
two basses and two idiophones flow
nicely into the fourth track, Firefly, a
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short exploration in ambience
opening the floodgates for the best
tune on the album, Six Pack.
Here, the group relies on the
uniquely mixed drumming of
McEntire and the rich textures created
by the polyrhythmic play of the
idiophones to serve as a landscape,
above which soars the complementing
phrases of the two basses. The
atmospheric sow1ds of the sixth track
nicely contrasts the heavy bass and
snare of the drums, flowing into the
next tune, Monica, again displaying
the combination of an inventive
drumming style and simplistically
beautiful melodies.
The only questionable move on
the album comes at the end of a fournote phrase in the song Blackjack.
where the final two notes come in an
unnecessarily dramatic eighth note.
The mysterious-sounding triads of
track nine, Eden l, give way to more
of the black keys finally emerging in
another simple melody in minor for
the final tune of the album,
Speakeasy.
The musical amalgamation of
cross-cultural influences, the
extremely innovative mixing
techniques, and the flexibility of each
musician in the band to play all the
other instrwnents has made an
infinitely deep well of music for the
band, giving this extremely
progressive group a huge creative
advantage for them to continue to
make important and enduring albums.

puzz105
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,#,,· ToRi AMos

·~i!l!J' "STRANGE LirrlE GiRls"
by Jay Stooksberry

....
••
·~ P:"

The title of Tori Amos' new
album, "Strange Little Girls," possesses
some truthful meaning if it is applied
to Amos herself. Amos, like other
soon-to-hit-the-skids artists who are
choked by their
record label to
fulfill their
contract by
putting out
another album
quickJy, pays
homage to
artists and bands
like the Beatles,
Neil Young,
Tom Wait~, the
Stranglers,
Slayer, Depeche
Mode. and
Velvet
Underground by
"covering" some
f
of their classic
songs.
Those unfamiliar with Amos will
have one of two reactions to this
aJbam: a whole-hearted guffaw or a
chilling shudder. (This writer's
reaction could be classified as the
latter.) I will grant Amos this: She
does give new meaning to these songs,
and does - for the most part - make
them her very own. For example, her
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rendition of Eminem's "'97 Bonny &
Clyde" - which she, rather than flowing
lyrically like hip hop, chants in an
eerie murmur - is much more haunting
than the original.
However, with her twisted sense
of harmony, Amos dismembers the
melodies of classic songs like
"Happiness ls a Wann Gun" and "Heart
of Gold," and transforms them into a
-----cacophony of
horrific
proportions. Even
songs like "Tnne"
(Tom Waits) and
"New Age"
(Velvet
Underground)
where she hits
close to the
original, are still
not substantial
enough in
comparison to the
original (Tom
~
Waits, in my eyes,
cannot be
touched.)
I'!) give
Amos some
credit. She did
polish up Joe Jackson's "Real Man" to
the point that the message is more
potent and the melody more pleasing
than the original - especially with
female vocals. Amos also took o n a
challenge by covering all male artists.
so she earned some respect on my part
- but that doesn't mean that I would
recommend this album to anyone.
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(303) 458·84f5
HON-THURS

10:30 A,M. • 9:30
L
57
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ACROSS
1 Place for experiments (abbr.)
4Sink
9 Knock
12 Sick
13 Cheer
14Age
15 Visualize
16Tookout
17 Admirer
18 Spanish monetary unit
20 Resigned (abbr.)
21 Liability
22 Cut
24Dog
25 Article
27 Fast
30Cam
33 -eer (variety of)
35 Flower
37 Extravehicular activity (abbr.)
38 Sand below water
40Story
41 Square of any type size
42 Drag

430oze

P,M.

E

R

E

0

FRI & SAT

11:30 A.M. • 11:00 P.M.

A

C

R

0

R

T

S

H -0

T

Y

S

46 Map; chart

480va
50 Beak
53 Sup
54 Assembly place (Gr.)
56Mat
57 _ out (complete)
58 Gemstone weight
59 Of the kind of (suf.)
60 Lead (p.t.)
61 Swelling
62 The letter C
DOWN
1 Speech defect
2 Toward which the wind blows
3 Bless (p.t. form)
4Cot
5 One who scares
6 Stuff
7 A follower (suf., pl.)
8 Man's name
9 Umpire
10 Semitic
11 Huff
19 N.W . state (abbr.)

21 Dig (p.t.)
23 Lupino
25 Broadcast
26 Born
28 7th letter, Greek alphabet
29Message
31
Maria
32 Male sheep
34Akin
36 Dream stage (abbr.)
39 Obese
44 Not out
45 Subject
46 Pare
47 Erie, e.g.
48 Mild oath
49 Stab
51 Rational
52Rim
54 High card
55 _ _ glance
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KR CX broadcasts tunes for all tastes
by Kevin Kroh
Below the Student Center and past the
Highlander lies the only college radio station
in Denver. Regis University's KRCX IOJ.5
FM. Emitting sho1t range broadcasting nearly
all day and night, and soon to be heard across

Open time-slots
remain for any
volunteer d.j. 's
willing to
·dedicate their
time and
express their
musical tastes
•
on air
...
campus on the outdoor speakers on the student
center fac;ade, KRCX consistently provides the
Regis and Denver community with the most
diverse sounds around. The station acquired

some new
personnel and d.j.'s,
added to their
expansive c.d.
library, and now
offers free concen
tickets to
volunteers. Station
manager Patrick
RusselJ bas
composed a
dedicated team of
all-star music
appreciators and as
always. faculty
representative John
Hicky is the brains
behind the
operation. Poised
with a penchan~ for
diverse musical
tastes and an
insatiable desire to
repeat as
"organization of the
year," KRCX is an
accessible and
moti vated group
Photo by: Andy Schilling
KRC)( Staff: (From Left to Right) TOP-- Joe, Patrick, And)~ Da11, Melissa
that always
BOITOM-Sara, Laura, Erin, Jeff
welcomes
concert tickets, and other special events. Open
newcomers with a
addition to the extensive musical library, the
time-slots remain for any volunteer d.j.'s
love for the tunes.
station has state-of-the-art equipment to aid in
willing to dedicate their time and express tbl!ir
_With connections to multiple major music
production and recording, and a nice lounge
musical tastes on air to relieve tbe itch we all
labels. KRCX obtains new discs from nearly
with comfy couches and what not. The staff
every western music genre, which are
will always try to accommodate the requests of have of_spreaclin' the good musical vibes
around.
reviewed and categorized by the staff,
its listeners and volunteers for new discs,
becoming eternally accessible to all d.j.'s. ln

''Geek rock'' and personality
draw audiences to Ben Folds
by Rich Cadwallader
\\'hy can't all musicians be like Ben
Folds? Now I know that I just lost half my
audience. Some heavy metal fan staned
reading this article, saw the first line. burned
the newspaper in effigy and walked away
muttering to himself. I know this. He was
probably one of my good friends. Please
people, hear me out.
Now. I know that Folds writes light.
girly, pop music. I know that he rarely
screams, and that when he does he's more than
likely making fun of singers who do scream. I
know that he has embraced his fan base and
has started to refer to his
style as "geek rock."
:~::::h!·s~::~:~:~d:;ed
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the sort of humanity that you don't get when
you go to see Barenaked Ladies play a sold
our Fiddler's Green. He joked with the
audience and he allowed for some awkward
pauses and he made a fool out of himself. He
wns a performer with confidence enough not
to have practiced material ready ahead of
time.
Now, I know that at this point most of
you are probably accusing me in your heads of
not attending enough small shows. Well, I
have. l have gone to shows at venues much
smaller than the Gothic. And always I have
seen a band that was able to communicate a
little with the crowd. but mostly held
themselves aloof. They heard
screams and requests and
allowed that go to their
; heads. Now [ could be
wrong about Folds. I could
. be giving him a lot more
credit than he deserves. But
despite women in the crowd
Vi:
1 screaming that they wanted
~ 1$'
j him to father their babies,
I Folds maintained his
~ humanity. That's rare.
1 t
When I say that I want
otber musicians to be like
Ben Folds, l don't mean that l expect them to
emulate his musical style. J mean l want them
to come down off of tbeir high horses and taJk
with the audience. I mean that I want them to
give up the rock star mentality and give up
tbeir pride and allow themselves to be
humiliated a little bit on stage. I want to ft;el,
when I go to a show, that no other venue will
ever see that exact same show that I have
seen. Go see Ben Folds someday and you
might see what I mean.

H~0,was ·a

p(tfq;n(er
witttiY

;;f~=~t~5 !~ayed
above most other artists
,,,
·
that I've seen.
I went and saw the
man at the Gothic on the
sixth. After waiting an
hour and a half after the scheduled stan time, l
was ready to be disappointed in the show that
I had so looked fo1ward to. And after the
opening band from hell (which consisted of
one man in a heavy coat and a stocking cap
playing an acoustic guitar and singing
repetitive lyrics along with his taped techno
accompaniment) Folds came out. After a
couple of quick songs to get the audience fired
up, he started talking. When be talked, he
wasn't just telling some son of montage of
practiced jokes, he was really talking. It was
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Help Wanted

Volunteer

SPRING BREAK 2002!!!

-Alcohol Resp0nsibility Week

Student Express is now hiring sales reps.
Cancun features FREE meals and parties
@ Fat Tuesdays - MTV Beach
Headquarters. Ac-apulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas. South Padre. Florida.
Prices from $469, with major airlines.
24,000 travelers in 2001.
CaJl 800-787~3787.for a FREE brochure.
www.studentexpress.com

Request for Volunteers, Tutors, and
Mentors
The Colorado I Have a Dream
Foundation, whose mission is to
encourage the JOO% high school
graduation of potentially at risk youth
throughout grades 4-12 in Denver Public
Schools, is current seeking volunteer
tutors and mentors. Contact Yvette
Herrera for specific details on these
opportunities at 303-861-5005 or log on
to our website at www.cihadf.org.

·Alcohol ReSpQnsibility Week
-Keynote Speaker Lori Hart Ebert 8 p.m.
-Men's Soccer vs Metro State 2 p.m.
·Alcohol Resp0nsibility Week
-Thursday Thrills - BINGO
-Alcohol Resp0nsibility Week
·Superfan Weekend
-Men's Soccer vs Fort Lewis 3:30 p.m.
-Immersion Experience
-Fall Mountain Retreat at Highlands Camp
-Volleyball @ Chadron State 7 p.m.
-Women's Soccer vs Fort Lewis 1 p.m.

Saturday, October 20

-Superfan Weekend
-Cross Country RMAC Championships
@Kearney, NE
-Immersion Experience continued

The lligblander wants to
hear from
YOUI
I£youha.ve
story ideas, le~ers, editorials,
announcements, ads or events, em.ail us at Highlander@regis.edu
or caU (303) 964-5391

-Fall Mountain Retreat Concludes
-Volleyball @ Colorado Christian 7 p.m.

Sunday, October 21

,Mem. Mass 9 a.m.
-Immersion Concludes
-Mass 11 a.m.
-Women's Soccer vs Mesa State 3 p.m.

I

Monday, October 22

-FALL BREAK

Tuesday, October 23

-FALL BREAK

Thursday, October 25
Friday, October 26

-

-Thursday Thrills· Haunted House
-Superfan Weekend
-Men's Soccer vs CO School of Mines l p.m.
-Women's Soccer vs Metro Slate 3 p.m.
-Volleyball vs Fort Hays State 7 p.rn.

Saturday, October 27

Ttto~H- FAMft..)'
-Superfan Weekend
-Volleyball vs Nebraska-Kearney 7 p.tn.
-Concert · Bebo Norman, Shaun Groves, and
Katy Hudson 7:30 p.m. (Student Center)

Sunday, October 28

-Mass I I a.m.
-Men's Soccer@ Colorado Christian 12:30 p.m.
-Women's Soccer @ Colorado Christian 3 p.m.
-Ma!ls 7:30 p.m.
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